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Licensing Model
You can download the MultiConverter and use several features and the preview free of
charge. Converting files to Microsoft Visio requires a Conversion License Key or an
Unlimited License.
Conversion License Keys
You can acquire Conversion License Keys from oneAssist. We offer a stacked pricing
model. By telling us the necessary amount of conversions you pay only for what you
need.
Please use the form on our website to request a quotation based on our current
pricing.
The application's main window displays the number of remaining Conversion License
Keys. You can enter multiple licenses simultaneously. The Conversion license Keys are
not limited to a single machine. During each conversion your remaining conversion
licenses are verified. For the conversion process to work, an online connection is
required. Only if a conversion is completed successfully, your conversion license is
invalidated.
Unlimited Licenses
If a permanent online connection is not available in your environment or if you need
to convert a large number of files the Unlimited License might meet your
requirements. An Unlimited License is entered separately via the settings menu. There
is no limit to the number of files you can convert. An online connection is not
necessary at all. The unlimited license is bound to a single machine and not
transferable.
License Limitations
It is not allowed to convert third-party files as a service using the Unlimited License.
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Conversion Service
We are happy to do the conversion for you. This is the most convenient way and
saves you the trouble of searching for and installing legacy software. We offer a
stacked pricing similar to the Conversion License Keys. You pay exactly for the number
of files that are converted by our experts.

See Also




Product website with additional information and fact sheet
www.oneassist.de/en/products/mindmaps-for-visio
Product download
www.oneassist.de/en/downloads?dlproduct=MultiConverter
Request a quotation
www.oneassist.de/en/quotations?p=MultiConverter

Contact Information

oneAssist UG (haftungsbeschränkt)
Wielandstraße 1-2
D-10625 Berlin
www.oneassist.de
info@oneassist.de
Tel.: +49 (30) 375 92050
Fax: +49 (30) 375 92051
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